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NIPT US: ~40% Covered Lives for Average Risk (<35y) Patients
Major holdouts (United, Aetna) and HTA (Hayes) cite lack of real world data on clinical
and economic impact

United Healthcare:
“Published evidence regarding the clinical utility of
noninvasive prenatal testing is limited. Prospective
data is needed in which test results are acted upon
clinically, showing that results lead to a change in
patient management and/or outcomes. For
example, data must demonstrate that physicians
have sufficient confidence in both positive and
negative test results to refrain from performing
more invasive testing, e.g., amniocentesis, for the
purpose of confirming the previously obtained test
results”
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Hayes HTA:
“For use of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) screening for
fetal trisomy 21, 18, and 13 in low-risk women
with singleton pregnancies. This Rating reflects
an assessment of articles relevant to clinical
utility only; and for which a low quality body of
evidence for studies looking directly at clinical
utility was available. Studies directly comparing
clinical outcomes of cfDNA screening with those
of routine screening strategies for low risk or
general obstetric patients in a real-world setting
are needed”

“Something For The Pharma To Learn From…..”
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The Illumina/Harvard-Pilgrim value-based agreement around NIPT
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1
Risk-Sharing

Real-World Evidence Study

• Expands NIPT access to all pregnant
women vs. high-risk only

• 2 year outcomes study to develop further
evidence to support NIPT in average-risk

• Illumina to pay for screening costs beyond
baseline up to a significant maximum

• RE analysis of medical and pharmacy
claims for over 10K pregnancies.
• Outcomes include pregnancy, neonatal and
post-natal utilization and costs

Real Endpoints, working with Skaggs School of Pharmacy, Univ. Colorado, responsible
for data aggregation, analytics and financial reconciliation
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Finding a partner, defining a deal
•

Illumina and RE outlined several potential deal archetypes

•

RE discussed deal archetypes with several payers

•

•

Nationals can afford “wait-and-see” attitude; regionals more open to new
approaches

•

Structural simplicity preferred to analytic perfection

Harvard Pilgrim
•

Faced increasingly competitive market

•

Comfortable with risk-sharing programs

•

Interested in deal which allowed adoption of differentiating new technology
with low immediate financial risk

•

Willing to collaborate on longer-term RWE study
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Quickly settled on basis for two-part deal…the contract itself
another question
• Basic deal structure agreed to before first all-hands meeting at HP
• Time from first meeting to term sheet: 6 weeks
• Illumina able to move very fast
• Biggest sticking point: defining appropriate risk-caps for both parties
• Contract itself was more challenging…
• While it had signed >12 pharma risk shares, HP had never done a Dxfocused risk-share
• Back-and-forth with lawyers was time-consuming
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Value-based contracting in diagnostics: necessary…in the right
situations
• Persuasive clinical & economic argument for using the diagnostic –
but no strong guideline recommendation or compelling RWE
• Diagnostic must have significant potential expense impact for payer to
be willing to take on the work of a deal
• Outcomes metrics must be both meaningful and retrievable (preferably
through claims, not lab)
• Payer must bear the separate expense of the diagnostic
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